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ess is free to download from the ekahau website. if you already have a site survey account, simply
download the latest site survey client from the site survey app store. however, most of our clients
at least wanted access to the mobile survey app store to download our samples. we are working
on this and hope to have it ready in the next few months. ess is a powerful tool that allows you to
plan and implement wireless lans for indoor or outdoor use. unlike wireless design tools that are
designed for engineers, ess is designed specifically for site surveyors and troubleshooters. ess is
built on ekahaus own site survey software. our goal was to make it easier to use, and a lot less
expensive than other tools on the market. this is why the ess app is only $299, and why ess is free
for ess customers. our engineers have been busy creating ess for more than a year, and now it is
ready for the market. this suite of tools provides everything you need for the planning, testing,
implementation and troubleshooting of wireless lans. ess is ideal for site surveyors, who want to
plan and implement a wireless lan for indoor or outdoor use. the setup of ekahau site surveys is
pretty straightforward. the first screen you see is the login screen. enter your email and user
name. if you have a dymo account, you can use the same username and password for both your
dymo account and ekahau site surveys. you will use your username and password to log into the
ekahau site surveys application. if you do not have a dymo account, use the existing email
address. this is where you start the survey. at this point, it is important to select the ssid you wish
to survey and the essid you wish to survey. you can select which ssid or essid you wish to survey
by clicking the drop-down box. the drop-down box shows the ssids and essids that are associated
with the currently connected networks on your computer. when you click on one of these drop-
down boxes, it will bring up a list of that ssid or essid. select the ssid or essid you want to survey
and click the start button.
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spectrum viewer allows for more detailed analysis, such as whether a particular ap is covered by
wi-fi radar. if so, it might be wise to steer clear. it also lets you discover and monitor sites that

might not yet have a site survey file, or sites you already have but want to re-check. as for the free
mobile survey standalone app, its also a great, if overly complex, starter app. while i did not use it
for this review, its features include: scan mode, scan frequency, latency, and packet loss. theres

also more configurable requirements profiles, which may be a bit overkill for some (like me) but do
make for interesting research. although theres also a bit of a learning curve, theres a great, hands-

on tutorial here. if youre new to ekahaus software, this is a good place to start. for the more
seasoned ekahau user, this is just another tool in the collection of helpful add-ons that makes

spectrum viewer a must-have for business networks. in a world where wi-fi is often overlooked, it
would be easy to think that this was yet another solution in the crowded field of wi-fi monitoring.
but ekahaus mobile survey is a truly unique tool, offering a wealth of features and functionality

you wont find elsewhere. the site survey process itself is fast and painless. the sites don't have to
be left on for a long time to produce useful results, and the program is pretty good about

discarding sites that it can't associate with. it is also very convenient to have the list of sites
shown in a map view, so you can easily identify the exact location of a particular node or antenna.
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